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Abstract

The decay rate of the neutral K meson K ™eqey
g has been measured with the NA48 detector at the CERN SPS. AL

Žtotal of 6864 events has been observed with an estimated background of 10 events. The branching ratio is G K ™L
q y . Ž . Ž . y5

)e e g rG K ™all s 1.06"0.02 "0.02 "0.04 =10 . The parameter a describing the relative strengthL stat sys calc K

of the two contributing amplitudes to this decay through intermediate pseudoscalar or vector mesons was measured to be
a ) sy0.36"0.06 "0.02 . q 1999 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.K stat sys
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1. Introduction

The study of the decay of the long-lived neutral K
meson into K ™ llqlly

g sheds light on the structureL

of the K ™gg
U vertex from which the virtualL

w xphoton produces the lepton pair 1,2 . In phenomeno-
logical models of this structure, the possible roles of
vector meson dominance in the photon propagator
w x w x3 , penguin and pole diagrams 4 , and higher order

w xterms in chiral perturbation theory 5 have been
Ž .explored. Bergstrom, Masso and Singer BMS have¨ `

w x
)introduced a free parameter a 6 , which weightsK

U Ž . Uthe amplitude for K ™K g™ r,v,f g™g gL
Ž 0 X. Urelative to that for K ™ p ,h,h g™g g. TheL

first measurement of a ) was reported by the NA31K

collaboration at CERN in the K ™eqey
g channelL

w x7 . Subsequent measurements were made at the
ŽBrookhaven National Laboratory BNL experiment

w x.E845 8 and the Fermi National Accelerator Labo-
Ž w x.ratory FNAL experiment E799 9 in the electron

and muon modes, respectively. Results on K ™L

eqey
g from a first run of the NA48 experiment at

w xCERN were reported in 1997 10 . Here we present
the first results from K ™eqey

g in NA48 in a runL

which took place in 1997. Using a much larger data
sample than was available in previous experiments,
and with negligible background, a ) has been de-K

termined with improved accuracy. In addition, a rate
for this decay has been measured in the experiment,

Ž q y .which permits comparison of G K ™e e g rL
Ž .G K ™gg with the BMS model and calculationL

of a new K ™eqey
g branching ratio.L

2. Experimental setup

The NA48 experiment at the CERN SPS is de-
signed specifically to measure the direct CP violation

Ž X .parameter Re e re using simultaneous beams of
K and K . To produce the K beam, 450 GeVrcL S L

protons are extracted from the accelerator during 2.4
s every 14.4 s and 1.1=1012 of these, spread over
an effective burst length of about 1.7 s, are delivered
to a beryllium target. Using dipole magnets, charged
particles are swept from a beam line aligned at 2.4
mrad to the incident beam, and the resulting neutral
beam, containing 2=107 K per burst, has a diver-L

gence defined by collimators to "0.15 mrad. The

fiducial volume for K decay is contained in anL

evacuated steel cylinder 89 m long and 2.4 m in
maximum diameter which begins 126 m downstream
from the target. The cylinder is terminated at the
downstream end by a window made of Kevlar-fibre

Ž y3composite of thickness 0.9 mm ;3=10 radia-
.tion lengths and followed immediately by the main

NA48 detector. This arrangement is illustrated in
Fig. 1.

The sub-detectors which are used to record the
K ™eqey

g are described below, in order of suc-L

cession downstream of the decay region:
Ø A spectrometer consisting of a dipole magnet

preceded and followed by two drift chambers within
a helium-filled tank.

The 2.4 m square magnet aperture has a field
integral of 0.85 Tm which is uniform to about "5%
in the fiducial region. Each chamber contains planes
of parallel wires, staggered to resolve left-right ambi-
guities and oriented vertically and horizontally in all
chambers, with additional planes at "458 instru-
mented in all chambers except for the one directly
behind the magnet. With single-coordinate resolution
of 100 mm, the spectrometer achieves a momentum
resolution of D prps0.65% at 45 GeVrc and a
measured invariant mass resolution of 2.6 MeVrc2

on kaons from K ™p
q

p
y decays.L

Ž .Ø A liquid krypton calorimeter LKr for measur-
ing the energy, position, and timing of electromag-
netic showers initiated by electrons and photons.

Krypton is chosen as the active medium because
Ž .of its high density and small Moliere radius 4.7 cm`

Žwhich results in well-contained and hence well-sep-
. 3arated electromagnetic showers. About 9 m of

liquid krypton are maintained in a cryostat at 121 K.
The calorimeter is divided into 13 212 read-out cells
by Cu–Be ribbons stretched longitudinally. Each cell

Žis 2=2 cm in cross-section and 127 cm long 27
.radiation lengths in liquid krypton . The ionization

signal from each cell is amplified, shaped, and digi-
tized by 40 MHz 10-bit FADCs. Gain-switching
increases the dynamic range to approximately 14
bits. Special attention was paid to precise charge
calibration, with data taken every burst. A resolution
of

s 0.035 0.110
s [ [0.006'E EE
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Fig. 1. Side-view of elements of the NA48 detector which are most relevant for the present analysis. Particles in the neutral beam travel
Ž .along the axis from left to right, traversing the 89 m long evacuated fiducial volume for K decay D . This is followed by the spectrometerL

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .containing a dipole magnet M and wire drift chambers W , the liquid krypton calorimeter LKr , and the hadron calorimeter HAC . The
fiducial volume is separated from the spectrometer by a thin Kevlar window and the beam subsequently passes through the remaining
detector elements in an evacuated tube.

with E in GeV, was determined using electrons from
" . Ž .K ™p p n K decays, simulation studies, andL e3

knowledge of noise and filtering sensitivity.
Ø A hadron calorimeter composed of 48 steel

plates, each 24 mm thick, interleaved with scintilla-
tor and used for particle identification.

The wire chambers are used to measure the elec-
tron momenta and to reconstruct the position of the
decay vertex, while the LKr measures impact posi-
tions and energies of electrons and photons. Signals
from the hadron calorimeter were used in trigger
formation and for cut efficiency studies.

A more detailed and comprehensive account of
w xthe NA48 beam and detector is to be published 11 .

3. Trigger and data processing

The neutral trigger in NA48 is designed to accept
K ™eqey

g , K ™p
0
p

0 , and other rare decayL L Dalitz

channels as well as to signal the presence of a likely
K ™p

0
p

0 decay for which it was primarilyL Dalitz

conceived and for which its efficiency is 99.9%. The
trigger utilizes analogue signals from the LKr
calorimeter which are digitized and summed to yield
energies in columns and rows each two cells wide.
This information is used to look for peaks in hori-
zontal and vertical projections, to contribute to a
total energy sum, and to form the first and second
moments of energy in both projections. Look-up
tables enable the rapid calculation of signal moments
and estimation of the kaon decay vertex based on
calorimeter information only. The calorimeter signals
were monitored continuously and a new trigger deci-
sion issued every 25 ns.

After decoding of the raw data and the application
of calibration constants, reconstruction of showers in
the LKr proceeds by searching for local maxima in
energy deposition and by iteratively exploring en-
ergy deposition in the vicinity of these maxima in
the light of expected shower profiles. Corrected posi-
tions, shower sizes, and energies are calculated, after
which small corrections are made, taking into ac-
count leakage into the beam pipe, dead cells, and
calorimeter structure.

During the experimental run, 23.5 terabytes of
raw data were recorded by NA48. Reconstructed
output was stored in a highly compressed format
amenable to fast IrO. The progression from raw
data to compact data involved partial reconstruction
followed by filtering of the data to form appropriate
streams for the analysis of neutral or charged two-
pion final states, or for rare decays. At this point, full
reconstruction and compaction were carried out. The
resulting size of a compact event was typically 1.5
kbytes compared to about 20 kbytes for an event in
raw data.

4. Data analysis

For final states containing only photons or a
mixture of electrons and photons, the evaluation of
first and second moments of cluster energy in the
LKr with respect to the beam axis is especially

Ž .useful. The first moment the ‘centre of gravity’ is
typically less than 4.5 cm for decays in which no
energy is lost from the calorimeter and is unaffected
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by the presence of the magnet. The second moment
and the constraint that the decay should come from a
kaon are used to obtain the axial vertex position, z,
of the decay using only shower positions and ener-
gies. In the case of electrons, an offline correction to
z is applied based on extrapolation of the trajectories
upstream of the spectrometer magnet.

In events containing electron pairs, vertices are
also determined using trajectory information only.
The added constraint that the kaon decay take place
on the line joining the centre of gravity to the target
is used for pairs with small opening angles.

Proper lifetime for kaon decay in this analysis is
measured in units of the K lifetime t , which isS K s

the natural scale for the e
Xre measurement in NA48.

As will be seen, background events do not deposit all
their energy in the LKr. As a consequence, vertices
for purely neutral background decays are recon-
structed too far downstream and the kaon energy is
underestimated, so that the resulting calculated life-
time tends to be overestimated, facilitating rejection.

The neutral trigger applied the following cuts to
the data online:

Ø F 5 peaks in each projection;
Ø Total energy in the LKr )50.0 GeV;
Ø centre of gravity -15 cm;
Ø Lifetime uncorrected for deflection in the mag-

net -5.5 t .K s

The efficiency of the neutral trigger was measured
as a function of vertex position calculated offline but
uncorrected for the deflection of charged particles in
the magnetic field. This measurement was carried
out using a special Dalitz trigger which accepted
K ™eqey

g decays within a loose cut correspond-L

ing to 8.5t from the start of the fiducial region.K s

Ž .The efficiency was found to be 99.6"0.2 % and
flat up to about 4t , from where there is a decreaseK s

to 85% at 6t .K s

Further cuts were applied at the filtering stage:
Ø Exactly three clusters were required;
Ø Two tracks in the spectrometer were required,

loosely associated with clusters in the LKr having
Ž . Ž .E cluster rp track )0.85;

ŽØ Corrected lifetime -8.0t chosen loose toK s

increase the number of Dalitz trigger events used in
.trigger efficiency studies ;

Ø Centre of gravity -10 cm;
Ø Energy in the hadron calorimeter -8 GeV.

Offline cuts to enhance the signal-to-background
ratio were made as follows:

Ø All clusters in the LKr were required to be
sufficiently far from the beam pipe, the outer radius,
and dead cells to ensure negligible energy loss.

Ø The separation between cluster centres was
required to be )5 cm, a cut which ensures good
reconstruction efficiency as confirmed by Monte
Carlo studies.

Ø The energy of each cluster was required to be
between 3 and 120 GeV. The lower limit is well

Žabove the level of detector noise ;110 MeV per
.cluster . Moreover the efficiency for reconstruction

of photons is known from separate studies to be
)99.7% for energies above 3 GeV. The upper limit
is within the dynamic range of the LKr signal digitiz-
ing electronics.

Ø The two tracks in the spectrometer were re-
quired to be separated by G2 cm in the first drift
chamber. This cut is effective in rejecting K ™ggL

events in which one of the photons converts before
the magnet.

Ø Electron candidates were identified by requir-
ing that cluster centres in the LKr be within 1.5 cm
of calculated shower maxima based upon the extrap-
olation of each track. The efficiency of this proce-

Ž .dure was measured to be 99.7"0.1 % using elec-
trons in a sample of K events.e3

Ø As a further means of rejecting pion showers, it
was required that Erp lie between 0.9 and 1.1, and
that each track deposit less than 2.5 GeV in the
hadron calorimeter. The efficiency of the Erp cut
was thoroughly studied as a function of momentum,
again using K events. Generally it was G95%e3

efficient over the accepted range of momentum. In
the same study, the efficiency for accepting electrons
as a result of the energy cut in the hadron calorime-

Ž .ter was found to be 99.4"0.2 %.
The cluster not associated with a track was identi-

fied as the photon candidate. Using the average time
of the two electron candidates to define the ‘event
time’, the timing of the photon candidate was re-
quired to agree to within "2.5 ns. This requirement

Žminimizes background from K events with thee3
.pion mis-identified as an electron accompanied by

an accidental photon.
Several online cuts were tuned in the light of

acceptance considerations: the centre-of-gravity cut
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was reduced to 5 cm and the total energy in the LKr
was required to be between 60.0 and 190.0 GeV.
Further, a radial vertex cut demanded that decays be
consistent with occurrence in the K beam, ratherL

then in the adjacent K beam used in simultaneousS

e
Xre running. For this particular cut, the difficulty of

vertex determination posed by tracks at small open-
ing angles was mitigated in the following way: First
the axial vertex coordinate z was calculated using
shower positions and energies only. Then the trans-
verse position of each track at this z was determined
and the average of these taken to be the x and y
coordinates of the vertex. In addition, the conversion
of one photon from K ™p

0
p

0 in a veto counterS

defining the start of the K fiducial region, followedS
Žby the loss of two more photons, could though at a

. 0 0very low rate , mimic K ™p p , itself a sourceS Dalitz

of background to be discussed. It was therefore
required that there be no in-time activity in this veto
counter.

The fiducial volume was defined from an axial
position 750 cm downstream of the K target toS

3150 cm. This latter position was chosen to maxi-
mize the number of events while correcting safely
any bias caused by the neutral trigger lifetime cut.
Within the fiducial volume, vertices were determined
with a typical axial resolution of "70 cm.

After the application of these cuts, 19 497 K ™L

eqey
g candidates remain. In Fig. 2, the mass, m ,ee g

Žcalculated using the vertex and positions corrected
for bending of the electron trajectories in the mag-

.netic field and energies of the clusters in the LKr, is
plotted against the scaled invariant mass of the elec-

Ž .2tron pair squared, m rm , calculated using theee K

momenta and trajectories of the electrons in the drift
chambers. A clear band is seen around the kaon
mass. Background events are distributed in the lower
part of the plot and most were identified as K withe3

external bremsstrahlung. The signal region is defined
by dashed lines which correspond to 5s limits on
the detector resolution. Within the signal region lie
6864 events.

A comprehensive study of possible sources of
background in the signal region confirmed that the
cuts described above had rendered the following
backgrounds insignificant:

Ø K ™gg with conversion of a photon beforeL

the spectrometer magnet. The required separation of

Fig. 2. Scatter plot of eq ey
g mass versus m2 rm2 . The dashedee K0

lines define the signal region.

two tracks in the first chamber eliminated back-
ground from this source.

Ø K ™p
0
p

0
p

0 with missing photons. Here,L Dalitz

missing energy caused the vertex of the apparent
K™eqey

g to fall far outside the accepted range.
Ø K with the pion mis-identified as an electrone3

and external bremsstrahlung; K with the pion beinge3

mis-identified as a photon q electron owing to a
hadronic shower fluctuation; K with internale3

bremsstrahlung and mis-identification of the pion as
an electron.

Ø All sources of background requiring the mis-
identification of two pions, such as K ™p

q
p

y
L

and K ™p
q

p
y

p
0.L

Backgrounds from three other sources are large
enough to be estimated in a practical way though
they remain extremely small fractions of the signal.
These are discussed below and the numbers of events
which remain in the signal region from these sources
are summarized in Table 1. Backgrounds from the
first two sources were obtained from Monte Carlo
studies, but have been cross-checked with data.
Background from K was estimated using datae3Žgacc.
alone:

Ø K ™p
0
p

0 with missing photons. SinceL Dalitz

there is lost energy, events from this source tend to
be reconstructed with mass below that of the kaon.
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Table 1
Background events remaining in the K ™eq ey

g signal regionL

Background Number of events
0 0K ™p p 0.3"0.2L Dalitz
0 0K ™p p 7.2"1.2S Dalitz

K 2.9"0.6e3Žgacc.
Total 10.4"1.4

Ø K ™p
0
p

0 with missing photons. The lostS Dalitz

energy in these events leads to an incorrect determi-
nation of both the axial and transverse coordinates of
the calculated vertex position. As a consequence,
some of these events appear to originate in the K L

beam. Here the fact that most decays occur early in
the fiducial region makes the trigger less effective at
removal with a lifetime cut. Moreover, it is observed
in Monte Carlo studies that using the centre-of-grav-
ity-to-K -target line to constrain the z vertex shiftsL

the reconstructed mass to values in the vicinity of the
kaon mass, despite the missing energy.

Ø K accidentally in coincidence with a photone3

in the LKr. The effect of this source was estimated
by removing the requirement that the photon cluster
be in time with the electron clusters. The resulting
distribution was flat in time as expected, and a
control window away from the signal region yielded
the amount of contamination.

5. Normalization

The normalization chosen is K ™p
0
p

0 forL Dalitz

which the effects of any inefficiency in the drift
chambers and of electron identification largely di-
vide out in the ratio of signal and normalization.

Using cuts analogous to those employed for se-
lecting K ™eqey

g decays, 4084 K ™p
0
p

0
L L Dalitz

events were found. Background predominantly is due
to K ™p

0
p

0
p

0 with lost photons and K ™L Dalitz S

p
0
p

0 from the adjacent beam, with badly recon-Dalitz

structed vertices. Studies of the data indicate 12"2
residual events in the K ™p

0
p

0 signal fromL Dalitz

the former process and Monte Carlo results suggest
another 12"2 events from the latter.

6. Results and discussion

6.1. Measurement of aK
)

In the absence of radiative corrections, the form
Ž .factor f x parameterizes the differential decay spec-

w xtrum as follows 12 :

dG 2a 1yx 3Ž .
y1G s ygg d x 3p x

=

1r22 22m 4me e 2< <1q 1y f x ,Ž .2 2xm xmK K

2 2 Ž .where xsm rm . In numerical form, f x as aee K

function of a ) can be expressed in the BMS modelK
w x7 :

1 2.5a )K
f x s qŽ .

1y0.418 x 1y0.311 x

=
4 1 1

y y
3 1y0.418 x 9 1.0.405 xŽ .

2
y .

9 1y0.238 xŽ .
With the inclusion of QED radiative processes,

the spectrum is no longer described correctly as a
Ž .product of f x and phase space. Therefore for the

determination of a ) ten Monte Carlo samples wereK

generated and a full detector simulation performed.
Each sample contained ;105 accepted events. For
calculation of radiative corrections, the method and

w x Ž w x.code of Greenlee 13 see also 14–16 have been
adapted.

2 ŽA x test between the data taking account of
.background and the Monte Carlo events was per-

formed on the m distributed in twelve bins, for theee

ten values of a ) . The result is shown in Fig. 3K

where a typical error of "1.6 is assigned to each
point, based on studies with independent samples.
The minimum of a parabolic fit over the range
y0.55-a ) -y0.19 yielded a value of a ) ofK K

y0.37"0.06, where the error given is that for x 2

to increase by one. In comparison with this statistical
uncertainty, the error on the fit and the systematic
error found by varying the range are both negligible.

Without radiative corrections, the value of a )K

above would be y0.15"0.05. This difference arises
because at high m the probability of emission ofee

internal bremsstrahlung increases and the resulting
eegg events are lost from our sample. The effect
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Fig. 3. x 2_versus a ) between data and Monte Carlo events forK

the m distribution.ee

should not, however, be interpreted as contributing
to the systematic error on the result as the correction
procedure is well-understood.

Since the analysis relies on the proper understand-
ing of the Monte Carlo simulation, comparisons
between data and Monte Carlo are made wherever
possible. Figs. 4 and 5 show typical comparisons
between the K ™eqey

g data and Monte Carlo,L

Fig. 4. Comparison between data and Monte Carlo in recon-
structed kaon energy from K ™eq e-

g.L

Fig. 5. Comparison between data and Monte Carlo in the recon-
structed z vertex position from K ™eq e-

g.L

here for the kaon energy spectrum and the z vertex,
respectively.

No significant systematic variation of a ) isK

seen as a function of z vertex position, kaon energy
or track separation in the first drift chamber. A small
observed variation in the value of a ) as a functionK

of minimum electron energy may be significant and
attributable to tracking inefficiency at low momen-
tum where larger deflections in the spectrometer
occur. A consideration of this possibility in the light
of track reconstruction studies suggests a correction
to of q2.9% with an uncertainty of "2.9%.

The effect on a ) of a "2% variation in theK

kaon energy spectrum of the Monte Carlo as com-
pared with data was found to be negligible to within
q0.0%.y0.6

An uncertainty of "1.8% is attributable to limita-
tion in the knowledge of LKr response to low energy
photons produced as internal bremsstrahlung from
the decay electrons. This result arises from a study of
how Monte Carlo and data might reasonably differ
for cluster energies between a common threshold of

Ž0.75 GeV and a level of 3.0 GeV the normal
X .minimum level for e re data where comparison is

straightforward and agreement is good.
The study of a ) values, as cuts on maximumK

cluster energy, Erp cut, neutral trigger efficiency,
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and radial vertex cut were varied in Monte Carlo,
showed that no significant correction was needed.

Table 2 summarizes systematic correction and
errors in the measurement of a ) .K

Applying the indicated correction and combining
the systematic errors from Table 2 in quadrature
yields the corrected value
a ) sy0.36"0.06"0.02,K

where the first error is that for the x 2 to increase by
one and the second is systematic.

Data are displayed in Fig. 6 in bins of x s
Ž .2m rm together with the results of Monte Carloee K0

Ž .
)simulations with a sy0.36 and with f x s1,K

respectively. Each simulation contains appropriate
radiative corrections.

The theoretical prediction of the BMS model is in
agreement with this result, as are previous measure-
ments based on smaller numbers of K ™eqey

gL
w x

)events 6–8 . The two measurements of a fromK

K ™m
q

m
y

g favour negative values smaller inL
w xmagnitude 9,10 .

6.2. Branching ratio

After correction for background there remain 6854
K ™eqey

g candidates for which Monte Carlo cal-L
Ž .culations show an acceptance of 15.65"0.07 %

and 4060 K ™p
0
p

0 events with an acceptanceL Dalitz
Ž .of 4.30"0.03 %. The uncorrected ratio of K ™L

eqey
g to K ™p

0
p

0 rates is therefore 0.464"L Dalitz

0.010 before accounting for systematic effects as
follows:

Ø The kaon energy spectrum in the Monte Carlo
agrees with that found in the data to "2%. The

Table 2
Systematic effects in the measurement of a )K

Effect Correction Systematic
error

Tracking inefficiency q2.9% "2.9%
at low momentum

q0 .0Kaon energy spectrum – %y0 .6

q4Cut on maximum cluster energy – %y0

q0.9Uncertainty in effect of Er p cut – %y1 .9

q0.7Neutral trigger efficiency – %y0 .3

q0.9Radial vertex cut – %y0 .0

LKr response at low energy – "1.8%

Ž .2Fig. 6. Comparison of data variation in xs m rm withee K0
Ž .

)Monte Carlo samples generated using a sy0.36 solid lineK
Ž . Žand with f x s1 dashed line, normalized to the data in the first

.bin . Both Monte Carlo calculations contain appropriate radiative
corrections.

effect of this on the ratio is negligible to within an
estimated q0.0%.y0.6

Ø The ratio was not significantly affected as the
cut on track separation at the first drift chamber was
varied.

Ø A study of the stability of the ratio was made
as a function of acceptance at the LKr. Variation of
the cuts on separation, energy, and radial positions of
clusters had no significant effect, nor was there any
significant difference between charged and neutral
energy scales. On the other hand, a slight variation
of the ratio with cuts on invariant mass combina-
torics in the p

0
p

0 final states led to an estimateDalitz

of "1.4% on the uncertainty in the ratio, though no
significant correction is required.

Ø A small drop in chamber efficiency for tracks
close to the beam pipe was estimated in Monte Carlo
studies to result in a 1% loss of K ™p

0
p

0
L Dalitz

events and a 0.4% loss of K ™eqey
g . A correc-L

Ž .tion of y0.6% with an uncertainty of ;20% was
therefore applied to the ratio.

Ø Variation within errors of the Erp cut used in
the Monte Carlo led to small differential acceptances
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suggesting an uncertainty of q0.3% in the ratio fromy0.0

this source.
Ø The acceptance for K ™eqey

g exhibits anL

approximately linear "2.0% variation as a function
of a ) in the range 0.0 to y0.4. As the form factorK

parameter has been measured to be y0.36"0.06,
an associated systematic error of "0.3% is ascribed
to the ratio.

Ø In studies of data taken with the Dalitz trigger,
the neutral trigger was found to be about 1% less
efficient for K ™p

0
p

0 events than for K ™L Dalitz L

eqey
g . This is not surprising at the 1% level as

differences in electron momenta and in cluster ener-
gies and angles between the two decays produce
corresponding differences in uncorrected vertex posi-
tions and resolutions, and cluster merging. Further,
the probabilities of cluster-splitting in the LKr, deter-
mined in K ™p

0
p

0 studies, suggest the need for aS
Ž .0.22"0.01 % correction in the ratio owing to loss
of K ™p

0
p

0 events arising from the peaksL Dalitz

condition in the neutral trigger.
Ø The largest correction to the ratio arises from

consideration of the K component in the K beam.S L

This is produced by interference in the fiducial re-
gion which is located at a distance from the K L

target greater than ;15 K lifetimes for a typicalS

kaon. The consequent excess of p
0
p

0 decaysDalitz

was studied in comparisons between data and Monte
ŽCarlo simulations resulting in a correction of q 3.9

."0.4 % to the ratio.
These results are summarized in Table 3.

Table 3
Corrections and systematic error on the measurement of the ratio
of K ™eq ey

g to K ™p
0

p
0

L L Dalitz

Effect Correction Systematic
error
q0 .0Kaon energy spectrum – %y0 .6

0 0
p p cuts – "1.4%Dalitz

Tracking inefficiency y0.6% "0.1%
close to beam pipe

q0 .3Uncertainty in Er p cut – %y0 .0

)Effect of a uncertainty – "0.3%K

Neutral trigger efficiency y1.1% "1.1%
0 0for K ™p pL Dalitz

Neutral trigger peaks condition y0.2% –
K component in beam q3.9% "0.4%S

Application of the corrections and propagation of
the systematic errors in quadrature yield

G K ™eqey
gŽ .L

s0.473"0.010"0.009,0 0G K ™p pŽ .L Dalitz

where the first error is statistical and the second
systematic.

Using measured values of the branching ratio of
0 q y w x Ž . Žp ™ e e g 17 and G K ™ gg rG K ™L L
0 0. w xp p 18 , one can calculate the ratio

G K ™eqey
gŽ .L

G K ™ggŽ .L

s 17.9"0.4"0.3"0.5 =10y3 .Ž .

where the first two errors are statistical and system-
atic respectively, and the last reflects uncertainty in
the intermediate value used in the calculation. The
theoretical prediction of the BMS model for this
ratio is

G K ™eqey
gŽ .L y3s16.8=10 ,

G K ™ggŽ .L

using the value of a ) measured in this analysis.K

Finally, using the measured branching ratio of
0 0 w xK ™p p 19 , we obtainL

G K ™eqey
gŽ .L

G K ™allŽ .L

s 1.06"0.02"0.02"0.04 =10y5 ,Ž .

where the last error is dominated by uncertainties in
the p

0 ™eqey
g and K ™p

0
p

0 branching ratios.L

This may be compared with the result of NA31:
Ž q y . Ž . y6 w xBR K ™ e e g s 9.2 " 0.5 " 0.5 = 10 7L

Ž q0.6. y6and the E845 measurement of 9.1"0.4 =10y0.5
w x8 . Both results would increase slightly if updated in
the light of later values for intermediate branching
ratios.

By the end of the projected running for e
X re data

in NA48, it is likely that the number of analyzed
K ™eqey

g decays will have increased by an orderL

of magnitude. Correspondingly there is some scope
for improvement of systematic errors.
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